Introduction.
The fundamental principle involved in this memoir is the integration of a sequence of functions.
As this depends essentially upon an inversion in the order of passing to a limit, applications are readily made to several important topics.
In particular, the equality of a multiple integral and the corresponding iterated integrals is here treated, also the integration of a series term by term, and the differentiation of both series and definite integrals.
Hitherto in the integration of sequences the condition of uniform convergence in some form has played an important rôle. In this paper the methods are entirely independent of any such condition of convergence.
The problem is then, in this respect, brought into more intimate relation with that of the inversion of the order of summation in an absolutely convergent multiple series. The field of integration is taken in § 3 to be a limited m-dimensional region A which either possesses content or is closed. Throughout A there is defined a sequence of functions fx(xx, • • -, xm), f2(xx, • • -, xm), • • • converging to the function f(xx, -■ -, xm).
If fx, f2, ■ ■ ■ form a monotone increasing sequence of integrable positive functions, it is shown that Km ff= Cf. n=ao *Ja *JA This is included in a more comprehensive result stated in theorem 13. If for some points of A the functions fx,f2, • •• form a monotone increasing sequence and for the remaining points they form a monotone decreasing sequence, then provided f,fx,f2i
• -■ are integrable, is not a sufficient condition for the existence of the others, f When the function f has infinite discontinuities, the problem is much more complex. For the case where the discontinuities are arranged on a finite number of regular curves, relations similar to (2) have been derived.
Under this restriction, if the double integral and the iterated integral exist, they are equal.
The first general treatment of the subject is that of de la Vallée-Poussin.
The problem was later considered by Schönflies, Pierpont and Hobson, the most general treatment from some standpoints being that of Hobson.
For a field comprising all the points of a rectangle, he has shown that if the double integral and the iterated integral of a positive function exist they are equal.
In this article it will be proved ( § 4) that for any function f the existence (finite or infinite) of the integrals ff(x,y)dT, fdx ff(x,y)dy
Jt
Jx Jy is a sufficient condition for their equality, the only conditions on the field being that T possess content and that X possess content or is closed.
In the discussions of this memoir we use the broad definition of integral which allows the existence of non-absolutely convergent single integrals, while Hobson's work is limited to the narrower absolutely convergent integrals.
Corresponding to (2) very general relations for an unlimited function y are developed.
For example, ify= -G, it is shown under the same limitations for T and AT that Relation (3) is true also if for all values of n we have | £"=iMj| üs G. These relations are generalized and the corresponding theorems for differentiation developed.
In a later article these topics will be discussed for an infinite field, the relation to the integrals of Lebesgue will be shown, and the conditions for inversion of order in an iterated integral will be treated. § 1. Preliminary notions and definitions.
Let 31 denote a limited aggregate in m-dimensional space. We may effect a division of space into cells each of which has its greatest dimension equal to or less than S. This is indicated by saying that the division is of norm 8. When S approaches zero, the sum of those cells containing at least one point of 31 approaches a limit which is called the upper content of 21 and is written §1. In a similar manner we designate by 3J the lower content of 91, which is the limit of the sum of those cells all of whose points belong to 31. If 31 = 31, the aggregate is said to possess content 3Í ; if 31 = 0, it is called discrete.
The frontier of 31 consists of an aggregate F such that in the infinitesimal vicinity of each point of F there is at least one point of 31 and one not of 3Í. If 31 possesses content, F = 0 ; and conversely.
31 is everywhere dense in a region Bm when no cell can be found within Bm which does not contain at least one point of 31. An aggregate is said to be closed if it contains its first derivative.
The aggregate 2Í may be enclosed in a finite or enumerably infinite set of cells. The volume of each such set of cells has a definite value. The minimum of this volume
[July is called the upper measure of the aggregate. The aggregate 3Í, is said to be a partial aggregate of 31 when each point of 3I1 is in 3Í. The points 3I2 belonging to 3Í but not to 3Ij form the aggregate complementary to 31,. To obtain the lower measure of the aggregate 31 situated in the region B , we subtract from Bm the upper measure of the aggregate complementary to 31. If the upper measure and lower measure are equal, the common value is called the measure of 31. The upper measure of an aggregate is at least equal to its lower content, and at most equal to its upper content.
For a closed aggregate the upper measure and the upper content are identical.
If we have a sequence of aggregates 9t1, 3I2, • • •, the aggregate 31 consisting of all points found in any one of them is called their least common multiple.
The aggregate a containing all points common to 3I1, 2I2, • • • is the greatest common divisor of that sequence. If 3Í, and 3I2 are complementary partial aggregates of 31, they are said to be unmixed if the aggregate of frontier points common to them is discrete.
In this article the restriction is put on the field of integration that the frontier be discrete.
The field possessing content is denoted by A to distinguish it from the general field 31. The function f (xx, •■-,xm) defined over A may take on any value unless otherwise stated.
If in the field A we hold p coordinates xx, • ■ -, x fixed, the point (xx, • • -, xm) ranges over an aggregate of q dimensions (p + q = m ) which is called ©. If the integral of f is taken over ©, the resulting function F(xx, •••,x ) is a function of p variables. The function F is defined over an aggregate 33 in ^-dimensional space and may permit of integration.
The resulting integral is written
and is called the iterated integral. The simplest case is the double integral (m = 2) which is broken up into two single integrations.
Throughout the discussion of the reduction of a multiple integral, the aggregate 33 is assumed to possess content or to be closed and is then denoted by B.
In the memoir we adopt the definition of a multiple integral of a limited function f(xx, ■■■, xm) introduced by Professor Pierpont,* which includes as special cases the integrals of Jordan, Stolz and de la Vallée-Poussin.
Since in this definition the arrangement of the frontier points is in no manner restricted, the difficulties which ordinarily arise from a discussion of these points are entirely avoided.
This definition is as follows. Let 31 be a limited field in »i-dimensions, over which a limited function f(xx, Two methods for defining improper integrals in a limited field 31 are available, being generalizations respectively of the definition ordinarily followed and of the definition due to de la Vallée-Poussin.
The first method is that which is followed by Professor Pierpont, * while the second is used by the writer in a previous article, f For convenience we insert here the definitions used in this previous article.
With the function y is associated the auxiliary function fKik¡ defined thus:
Provided the limits exist, we define the improper integrals as follows :
(1) ff= lim f/AiA2, (2) ff= lim f/AiA2, and so forth. The integral itself is said " to exist " only if the limit is finite. In case the limit is definitely infinite (either + oo or -oo), this will be expressed by saying that the integral exists infinitely.
If the limit does not exist, the function is not integrable.
In is used implying the existence and equality of the integrals of (1). The writer has shown * that the improper integrals defined by the two methods are absolutely convergent.
One advantage of the second method is that it may be shown (theorem 4) that in order that the integral may exist, the points of infinite discontinuity off must be discrete ; if the first method is used, this must be expressly assumed.
Another advantage of this method is the pos-*Transactions, loo. cit., theorems 6 and 12. For a correction of the proof of theorem 6 see the note on page 371 of the present memoir. sibility of integrating along a section for every point of which the function is infinite, the other definition not permitting of this operation.
Apart from these differences, as I have shown, * the existence of one of the improper integrals defined by these methods is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the other. The lower integral as defined by the second method may exist for a positive function when it has points of infinite discontinuity everywhere dense ; while no lower integral is possible by the first method.
The various properties of these integrals have already been developed.f We mention a few that are characteristic.
I. If f is integrable in 31, it is integrable in any partial field 31,. IV. If the integral over 3Í exists, then for every e > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that for any set of unmixed partial aggregates 31,, 3I2, • • • of which the total upper content is less than 8 the sum of the integrals over these partial fields is less in absolute value than e. V. It is possible to change the value of the integrand at a discrete aggregate of points without altering the value of the integral.
The new values may be finite or infinite.
VI. If f and g are integrable in 3Í, the integral of the sum is equal to the sum of the integrals.
It may be noted that the theorems of this paper hold in case the integrals exist when the definition of Harnack or any of its extensions is used. If 6 is a one-dimensional aggregate, the integral of f over 6 may exist only nonabsolutely.
In this case the ordinary (Harnack) definition is more general than that of de la Vallée-Poussin.
Although the notation used throughout this memoir is that of the narrower integral, the discussion will hold for the more general case. Enclose the points of 33, in ^»-dimensional cubes of volume small at pleasure. Complete the m-dimensional parallelopipeds enclosing 31,. The volume of these can evidently be made as small as is desired.
Theorem 2 Denote by <rn the upper content of An.
Then erx = er2 = ■ ■ • = r¡. By definition it is possible to enclose the points of Ax in cells of volume less than crx + |e and the points of An, not already enclosed, in cells of volume less than crn -crn_x + e/2". The sequence Ax, A2, • • • may then be enclosed in an enumerable set of cells of volume less than n + e. Since the points of a may be enclosed in cells of volume less than 5 + e, it follows that the points of 31 may be enclosed in a finite or enumerably infinite set of cells in volume less than r¡ + ä + 2e.
If 31 possess content, it is evident that 3l = 3J<i7 + ä-f2e, since in calculating the lower content only those cells are taken which contain no points except those of 31. This being true for all values of e, we have 5 > 31 -r\ -If 31 is closed, upper measure 31 .= 31. Since 31 is the minimum volume of cells enclosing 31, it follows that ?;-|-ä-|-2e = 3I,orä = 3X -n -2e. Passing to the limit we have ä = 31 -v.
Corollary.
Let 31, = 3l2 = • • • be a sequence of aggregates whose least common multiple is 31. If 31 possesses content or is closed, limn=" 3la = 31.
In this case a possesses no points. Hence 0 = 5=31 -77, or 31 = 17. Since however 31 = rç, it follows that limn=" 3i" = n = 3Í. Since the frontier points of 31 form a discrete aggregate, this is an immediate consequence of the theorem.
Theorem 4. Let the function f be defined over the limited aggregate 31 and be integrable in 91. If 9lA denotes the partial aggregate where \f\ > \, it is possible to take \ so large that 31A is small at pleasure.* Since the integral converges it converges absolutely, as was shown in the former paper, f Let
Choose e small at pleasure and take \ > M¡e. Then M-f|/|s f i/i a fxaxfiA.
The following theorem is obvious. Theorem 5. £e£ / = 0 5ea limited function defined over a limited aggregate 31. Adjoin to 31 any aggregate of points and call the resulting aggregate B.
Define the new function g as follows :
g =ffor points of%, g = 0 for other points of B.
Then
•Jr «/a Theorem 6. Let 3Í 6e a limited aggregate, not necessarily possessing content, over which a limited function f= 0 is defined. Then 
If / and g are limited functions, for every cell of 31 we have the following inequalities : max/ + max g = max(/ + g) = max/"-f min g = min (f + g) = min/ + min gr, max/ -min ^ = max (/-g) = minf -min g = min (/ -g) = minf-max g.
Eelations (1) and (2) On passing to the limit for \ = oo , we obtain ff+ ~fg= f{f+g)= ff+ fg-
In a similar manner the other inequalities of (1) are proved.
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To establish (2), let us first assume that / is unlimited and g limited. Then for X > g we have the inequality /« -9 s (/-i?)* =/a -gHence from the previous proof for / and g limited,
On passing to the limit for X = oo we have
and the remaining inequalities of (2) 
A passage to the limit for X = oo gives the first inequality of (2). If the second inequality of (2) does not hold, X can be found so large that f(f-g)< ff-fg, «/a ¿a ¿a or, by taking negatives,
Here g is unlimited and / limited, and this relation contradicts the third inequality of (2) which has been proved for such a case. Hence the second inequality of (2) holds for all cases. The remaining inequalities may be established by taking the negative of the first two. If first/is assumed to be a limited function, it will be observed that the cells of a division may be separated into two classes ; 1) those in which g = 0 throughout the cell, and 2) those in which /> 0 for at least one point of the cell. In either case max (g -h) = max g -min h. By the usual process this gives (1).
If now/is unlimited, we have for all values of X,, X2
I /a,A2 = I (g -Ä)a,A2 = I S'a, -I K'
whence equation (1) at once follows by passing to the limit for X, =oo, X2 = oo.
Relation (2) For consider the upper and lower integrals of / over the sections 6. For various points of 93 the following cases arise : (i) At least one of these integrals does not exist either finitely or infinitely ; (ii) one integral (or both) exists infinitely ; (iii) the upper integral exceeds the lower integral by an amount equal to or greater than a given n > 0 ; (iv) the difference between the upper and lower integrals is less than r¡. The points of 93 belonging to cases (i) and (ii), and to (iii) for a given value of n, form a discrete aggregate.
Denoting by 93" the points of 33 remaining when this discrete set is enclosed in cells of volume less than er, it follows from property (iv) of integrals (p. 345) that for a Denote by L the least common multiple of Ax, A2, ■ ■•. Then since L is a partial aggregate of 3Í, Än Si L = %. This is true for all values of n, and passing to the limit we have L = %. For e small at pleasure it is possible to effect a division of space such that the volume of cells containing at least one point of 31 is less than 3Ï + e. Since the minimum volume of cells containing at least one point of L is 31, the volume of cells containing a point of 31 and not containing one of L must be less than e. Now/is limited, and the integral over the points in these cells is small at pleasure.
In the remaining cells the minimum of/is certainly not greater than er. Hence ff^dfl.
J%
Corollary.
Denote by fn a limited function which in the points of An is equal to fand which at the remaining points of%is arbitrary except that it be positive and limited.
Then for n small at pleasure, n may be taken so great that (1) ffn<ej% + V.
Jja
For n may be so chosen that Ä > 3Ï -e. In other words, the volume of the cells where the minimum of / is greater than a, while the minimum of / is equal to or less than cr, is small at pleasure.
By reasoning analogous to that in theorem 11 we arrive at relation (1). The proof is essentially that given by Professor Pierpont* for a slightly less general case.
Corollary. If the multiple integral exists, then ¡f-fp-lff-iff-Oa «As «/g «Aa «/g «/a «/g § 3. Integration of a sequence of functions.
Let us consider the integration of a sequence of functions f(xx, ---, xm), f2(xx, ■ ■ -, xm), ■ • • defined over a limited aggregate A which either possesses content or is closed.
We assume that for each point of A the sequence /, f, ■ ■ • has a limiting value which is finite or definitely infinite.
The where the expression on the left is not necessarily positive or zero. By passing to the limit the second relation of (1) Since this is true for infinitesimal values of e, we have the desired relation. If, on the other hand, the lower integral of / is infinite, X may be so chosen that for M great at pleasure, *It will hereafter be assumed without express statement that if a theorem is true for /^0, a corresponding theorem is true for /i= 0. This establishes the second relation of (1) for all cases. The other parts are obvious since f = fn.
To prove (2) it suffices to take the negative of the terms of (1) (1) Km f/"= f/aiim ffn^ff.
n=oo Ja Ja n=<x> %/a Ja
We need only to establish the middle inequality. li fx is limited, it is readily shown as in theorem 13 that n may be chosen such that for e > 0, I(/""/)<€- From the preceding part of the proof n may be chosen such that
Hence from theorem 7 and relations (2) and (3) If the upper integral offx exista, then (1) limf/.af/, (2) lim ffn= ff.
n=« Ja Ja n=oo Ja Ja
Let the auxiliary functions cb, ebn, yfr, yjrn be defined as follows : cbn = 0 for points of -á2, epn =fn for points of Ax, lim ebn = ef>. Hence from theorem 7, ff-ffn S e, Ja Ja and relation (1) This completes the proof of (1).
Lf we use the inequality fn -/= yjrn -i/r, relation (2) is readily established by means of theorem 14.
Theorem 17. Let the convergence* offx(xx, ■ ■ -, xm), f2(xx, • ■-, xm), ■ ■■ to f(xx, ■ • ■, xm) be monotone (for some pointa of A monotone and increaaing and for some points monotone and decreasing).
Then if the upper integral of | /, | exists, (1) K» f/. = ff provided this limit and integral exist, finitely or infinitely. And further (2) lim f/" ^ ff »=oo Ja Ja provided the limit and integral exist, finitely or infinitely. Define the auxiliary functions g and h as follows :
g=fiovf>0, g=0fovf = 0; h=-ffovf<0, A = 0for/=S0.
Then by theorem 16 um j gn= fg> um \ K= fh»=oo Ja Ja »=oo Ja Ja
It follows from theorem 9 that when J f exists finitely or infinitely, either the lower integral of g or the upper integral of h is limited. Subtracting, we have by means of theorem 9 im f/.-lim f(gn-hn) = lim\ fgn-fhn]^fg-fh= f(g-h)=fj. n=x,JA n=*>JA n=oo \_JA Ja J «Ai Ja Ja Ja
Relation (2) [July § 4. Beduction of multiple integrals.
The problem of the reduction of a multiple integral depends in large measure upon the nature of the field, and the arrangement of the discontinuities.
If a function / is limited (|/| < G) throughout a discrete aggregate 31,, the multiple integral and the iterated integral of / over 31, are both zero. For in this case the points of 33, where 6, = e > 0, or where f\f\>Ge Jai form a discrete aggregate.
This being true for every e > 0, we have If //I" //l/l-0-
For an unlimited function this reasoning will no longer hold, as is seen by a reference to Example I below. The aggregate of points of 33, where © > 0 form an aggregate of measure zero (theorem 3), but this aggregate may be everywhere dense in 33, • Now if 31, represents the discrete partial aggregate of 31 where the integrable function has discontinuities equal to or greater than a > 0, we see that if / is limited, the multiple integral may be replaced by the iterated integral. If, however, these discontinuities are infinite, this is not always possible. This is the fundamental difference between the problems of reduction of multiple integrals of limited and unlimited functions.
Before entering upon a discussion of the theory, it may be well to consider some examples. Example II.
In the rectangle B of the preceding example assign to/(x, y) the value 2" for points of T, the value 1 for points whose ordinates are not of the form y = (2m + l)/2" and the value 0 for the remaining points.
The integral over each section X is 2, and hence the iterated integral JyJx exists.
However, the integral JyJx exists for no value of X. Example III. Assign to f(x, y) the value 2"(l/x cos 1/x) at the points of T (Example I) and the value zero for the remaining points of B.
Then since T is discrete in two dimensions,
We have also Example VI. Prinqsheim* has defined an aggregate everywhere dense in two dimensions and yet having only a finite number of points on any line parallel to the AT or F'axis.
Denote by P the aggregate of such points contained in a unit square S. Assign to /(x, y) the value M> 0 throughout the aggregate In his classic memoir * de la Vallée-Poussin has shown that in case the double integral and the iterated integral exist, a sufficient condition for their equality is the regular convergence of the integral I /(»> y)dx.
Jx
In undertaking to prove this condition necessary he restricts his discussion to the case of a function of one sign only. Let T be the fundamental rectangle with sides parallel to the axes.
Denote by Ta the points of T at which the discontinuity of / exceeds a > 0, and by Xa the points of Ta in any section parallel to the x axis. Let Yx denote the partial aggregate of Y such that Xa > 0. If F", is discrete, de la Vallée-Poussin proved that the condition of regular convergence is necessary.
It may be shown that the points of Y where Xa = 8 > 0 form a discrete aggregate and that consequently Yx is of measure zero. That Yx is not necessarily discrete is seen from example IV.
In 1899 de la Vallée-Poussin returned to the problem and devoted a memoir f to its discussion.
He states that, although he has not been able to remove the restrictions cited, he believes them unnecessary.
A minimum function mf is introduced which is defined at each point as the minimum value off in the infinitesimal vicinity of that point.
For a positive function it is shown that (i) ff^ f /Ws f fm/a ff.
JT JyJx J^Jy Jt
A comparison of (1) with the results of theorem 20 show that the introduction of the minimum function is unnecessary. This problem was later discussed by Schönflies,J his methods involving the introduction of a "most nearly continuous function," corresponding in some measure to the minimum function of de la Vallée Poussin.
Although the double integral of the auxiliary function is equal to the double integral of/, the existence of the iterated integral of / is not a necessary condition for the existence and equality of the iterated integral of the " most nearly continuous function."
The statement of Schönflies that the convergence of Example I furnishes an illustration of the fact that the double integral and the iterated integral may exist in a field possessing content and that at the same time the values of these integrals may be different.
The results of de la Vallée-Poussin have been extended in a recent article by Hobson.* He also introduces an auxiliary function. The field G which possesses content is enclosed in a rectangle, the auxiliary function/being equal to the original function ef> at the points where the latter is defined, and equal to zero at the remaining points of the rectangle.
There is no investigation of the relations between the integrals of / and </> over the rectangle and G respectively. It is evident that the double integrals are equal, but that this is not necessarily true for the iterated integrals is shown by Example I. For the auxiliary function /, Hobson shows that in case it is positive the existence of the double integral and the iterated integrals is a sufficient condition for their equality.-)-To obtain this result there is no need of his generalization of the notion of regular convergence introduced by de la Vallée Poussin. A much more general result for a function of both signs is here obtained without it and is given in theorem 21. J When the double integral and the iterated integral exist by the definition of Harnack, there is no necessity for any sort of convergence (regular, or regular except for a set of points of zero measure) of the integral I ÁiAs" This is readily seen from Example III.
We proceed now to build up the theory of reduction of multiple integrals for a limited field. It is assumed as already stated that A possesses content and that B either possesses content or is closed. § No restriction is put on the sections 6.
The results of this memoir are true if the integrals over Ê exist non- The object of the following discussion is the determination of some simple conditions under which the series (1) can be integrated term by term ; in other words, under which lim fün= flim«7"= fu.
n=oo Ja Ja »=« Ja
The conditions under which this inversion of the order is permissible have been investigated by Osgood, Arzela and others. Uniform convergence in a more or less modified form is shown to be a sufficient condition.
In this section it is shown that for certain classes of functions the notion of uniformity is superfluous.
Since the sequence of functions Ux, U2,--ia monotone, this theorem is the same as the corollary of theorem 13. The integral on the left may be finite or infinite. Correction. The author wishes to call attention to an error which occursin a former paper [Transactions, vol. 7 (1906) , p. 451].
In the proof there of theorem 3 (3°), it is erroneously assumed that the limit of the upper content B¿ of a sequence of aggregates Bx = B2 = ■ ■ ■ is zero provided that these aggregates have no point in common.
This error causes an hiatus in the proof of theorem 6 of that paper.
To correct this proof let the part after relation (2) on page 452 be neglected and replaced by the following discussion. 
